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Modular touchless control devices

The present disclosure relates to a device for touchless controlling of a

computer system, for example to a modular touchless virtual keyboard and/or

mouse device.

BACKGROUND ART

Nowadays, touchless control devices are known.

For example, in the US patent application US201 001 88337 ("Computer

mouse providing a touchless input interface") a mouse providing a touchless

interface is described. Even though this mouse is able to be controlled

touchless, it can only be done using the sensors included in the mouse and

cannot be used with some other gesture/voice sensors. Moreover, sensors

are included in the body of the device.

In the European patent application EP231 5 103 ("Touchless pointing device") a

touchless pointing device is described for controlling a computer emulating a

mouse by means of gestures over a plane. Although the pointing device can

be used touchless to control a third party computer, it can be only used with

the kind of sensors described in the application. Moreover, the invention

described in this application requires drivers and/or software to be installed in

the third party computer.

Many other touchless interface patents have been applied for. However, all of

them follow the same approach: they use one kind of sensor to identify,

process and translate gestures into commands in the computer. However,

none of them is able to interchange different sensors. Moreover, their work

depends on the computer to be controlled to comply with system requirements

(drivers and software dependences).



Furthermore, there have been several publications and even products

oriented to touchless control of different kind of systems. These systems are,

however, oriented to use a single kind of sensor technology and/or require

drivers and/or extra software to control the third party system, as well as some

specific hardware and software requirements on the side of this third party

system.

In summary, this kind of devices have to be used connected to a computer

system, which is able to run its drivers with the compatible operating system

and with a hardware complying with the minimum requirements. This

approach makes it impossible to use this kind of devices in computer systems

that do not comply with all the requirements. Moreover, it implies installing

software in the computer system (SDK, drivers, etc.), which is not possible in

many B2B use cases (for example, in the medical field, third party

workstations do not allow installing any software from other companies.

Moreover, they have specially prepared operating system that is not

compatible with the previously mentioned kind of sensors).

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of this disclosure to provide an apparatus and a method that at

least partially solves the above mentioned problems.

In a first aspect an apparatus for generating predefined human interface

device input data signals, recognizable by a computer system, to be used by a

human interface device emulation unit, from at least one command generated

by a touchless sensor element is disclosed. The apparatus may comprise a

first interfacing module for connecting the touchless sensor element to the

apparatus; a second interfacing module for connecting the apparatus to the

human interface device emulation unit; a processing module comprising a

processor and a memory, embodying instructions stored in the memory and

executable by the processor, the instructions being adapted to execute a



method of generating predefined human interface device input data signals to

be used by a human interface device emulation unit from at least one

command generated by a touchless sensor element described later; an

operating system stored in the memory; at least one driver associated to the

touchless sensor element and to the operating system, the driver being stored

in the memory.

This apparatus allows for providing a device for touchless controlling of a

computer system as described later.

Basically, the apparatus is able to run all the software required for the

touchless sensor element (all the software and drivers required for the

touchless sensor element to work is installed in this apparatus) and, in

combination with the touchless sensor element and the human interface

device emulation unit, it is able to touchless control any type of computer

system, no matter what hardware and software they have inside. That is, the

apparatus is able to control any type of computer system independently of the

operating system, microprocessor architecture or characteristics, as long as

the computer system supports predefined or standard human interface

devices such as standard mouse or keyboard devices. Because all the

required drivers and software are installed in the apparatus, no software is

required to be installed in the computer system to be controlled by the

apparatus.

At this point it is important to highlight that the expression "computer system"

may refer to any device or group of interconnected or related devices, one or

more of which, pursuant to a computer program, may perform automated

processing of data. The(se) device(s) may cover any type of device(s) with

data processing capabilities, such as e.g. computers, mobile phones

(smartphones), tablets, etc. The(se) device(s) may comprise any type of

hardware and software components, such as e.g. input, output and storage

components which may stand alone or be connected in a network or other



similar device(s). The(se) device(s) may also include computer data storage

devices or media.

On the other hand, the expression "driver" may refer to the software that

allows the operating system to interact with the touchless sensor element.

This way, the driver of each touchless sensor element allows the operating

system for knowing the state of the touchless sensor element (i.e. if the

touchless sensor element is on or off, etc.). Each driver may be provided, for

example, by the manufacturer of the touchless sensor element or the

manufacturer of the operating system.

Furthermore, it is important to highlight the modularity of the software

comprised in the apparatus, that is, this software may be structured in layers,

this structure in layers ensuring an easy replacement of any layer without

affecting the rest. Basically, this modularity allows the apparatus being

compatible with any touchless sensor element present or future. Also, the

apparatus, in combination with the touchless sensor element and the human

interface device emulation unit, is able to control any type of computer system.

Basically, the first layer may comprise the instructions for controlling the

touchless sensor element, so if a new touchless sensor element needs to be

supported it is sufficient to replace this layer (or a part of it).

The second layer may be the main one, the one that may comprise the

instructions for converting the received commands from the first layer

(gestures, voice commands, eye movements, etc.) into human interface

device input data, for example mouse movements or keyboard shortcuts.

Basically, the piece of software for this second layer may be implemented

according to an SDK (Software Development Kit) associated to the touchless

sensor element (it may be provided by the manufacturer of the touchless

sensor element or the manufacturer of the operating system) and according to

the standard mouse/keyboard protocols. This way, it may be possible to



deternnine the type of the command received from the touchless sensor

element (for example, an open hand moved to the right) by means of the SDK

and assign the determined type of the command to an input data (for example,

mouse or keyboard input data) according to the standard mouse/keyboard

protocols (for example, input data relating to a movement of the cursor to the

right). Consequently, for example, an open hand moved to the right

determined by the piece of software (based in the cited SDK) may suppose a

movement of the cursor to the right in the computer system.

Finally, the third layer may comprise the instructions for packing the human

interface device input data (e.g. the mouse movements or the keyboard

shortcuts) into the corresponding signals which the computer system to be

controlled may see as predefined human interface device input data signals

(e.g. standard mouse or keyboard signals). In case, for example, in the future

another standard is used for mice or keyboards, only this layer should be

modified, but not the other two.

Another advantage of the modularity of the software comprised in the

apparatus is that it allows easy interchanging of the touchless sensor element

such that it allows the user to control the computer system by means of voice

commands, gestures, eye-tracking, etc.

In case in the future another touchless sensor element is required and it is not

compatible with the apparatus, this apparatus could be replaced by a

compatible one.

In another aspect, an apparatus for generating predefined human interface

device input data signals, recognizable by a computer system, to be used by a

human interface device emulation unit, from at least one command generated

by a touchless sensor element is disclosed. This apparatus may comprise a

first interfacing module for connecting a touchless sensor element to the

apparatus; a second interfacing module for connecting the apparatus to a



human interface device emulation unit; computer/electronic means for

receiving the at least one command from the touchless sensor element;

computer/electronic means for determining the type of command received

from the touchless sensor element; computer/electronic means for converting

the received command into human interface device input data according to the

determined type of the received command; computer/electronic means for

packing the human interface device input data into corresponding predefined

human interface device input data signals; computer/electronic means for

making available the corresponding predefined human interface device input

data signals to the human interface device emulation unit; a memory for

storing an operating system and at least one driver associated to the

touchless sensor element and to the operating system.

This way, the electronic/computer means may be used interchangeably, that

is, a part of the described means may be electronic means and the other part

may be computer means, or all described means may be electronic means or

all described means may be computer means. Examples of an apparatus

comprising only electronic means may be a CPLD, a FPGA or an ASIC.

In some embodiments, the apparatus may comprise a third interfacing module

for connecting the apparatus to a communication network, for example a

global communication network such as Internet. This way, it is possible to

connect the apparatus to a communication network, for example, for updating

the software comprised in the apparatus (or a part or a layer of it) or for

uploading new software (e.g. the software comprised in a layer as described

before) such as drivers for new touchless sensor elements unsupported by the

apparatus.

This third interfacing module for connecting the apparatus to a communication

network may comprise a wired/wireless communication interface, for example,

it may be any standard interface such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi or Ethernet but it is

not limited to them.



In some embodiments, the first interfacing module for connecting the

touchless sensor element to the apparatus may comprise a wired/wireless

communication interface, for example, it may be any standard interface such

as USB, IR or Bluetooth but it is not limited to them.

In some embodiments, the second interfacing module for connecting the

apparatus to the human interface device emulation unit may comprise a

wired/wireless communication interface, for example, it may be any standard

interface such as USB, IR or Bluetooth but it is not limited to them.

According to another aspect, a method of generating predefined human

interface device input data signals, recognizable by a computer system, to be

used by a human interface device emulation unit, from at least one command

generated by a touchless sensor element is provided. The method may

comprise:

- receiving the at least one command from the touchless sensor element;

- determining the type of command received from the touchless sensor

element;

- converting the received command into human interface device input

data according to the determined type of the received command;

- packing the human interface device input data into corresponding

predefined human interface device input data signals;

- making available the corresponding predefined human interface device

input data signals to the human interface device emulation unit.

In some embodiments, converting the received command into human

interface device input data according to the determined type of the received

command may comprise:

- converting the received command into mouse or keyboard input data

according to the determined type of the received command.



Furthermore, packing the human interface device input data into

corresponding predefined human interface device input data signals

recognizable by a computer system may comprise:

- packing the mouse or keyboard input data into corresponding

predefined or standard mouse or keyboard input data signals

recognizable by a computer system.

Furthermore, making available the corresponding predefined human interface

device input data signals to the human interface device emulation unit may

comprise:

- making available the corresponding standard mouse or keyboard input

data signals to the human interface device emulation unit.

According to another aspect, a computer program product is provided. The

computer program product may comprise program instructions for causing a

computer system to perform a method of generating predefined human

interface device input data signals to be used by a human interface device

emulation unit from at least one command generated by a touchless sensor

element as described above.

On the other hand, the computer program product may be embodied on a

storage medium (for example, a CD-ROM, a DVD, a USB drive, on a

computer memory or on a read-only memory) or carried on a carrier signal (for

example, on an electrical or optical carrier signal).

The computer program may be in the form of source code, object code, a

code intermediate source and object code such as in partially compiled form,

or in any other form suitable for use in the implementation of the processes

according to the invention. The carrier may be any entity or device capable of

carrying the computer program.

For example, the carrier may comprise a storage medium, such as a ROM, for



example a CD ROM or a semiconductor ROM, or a magnetic recording

medium, for example a floppy disc or hard disk. Further, the carrier may be a

transmissible carrier such as an electrical or optical signal, which may be

conveyed via electrical or optical cable or by radio or other means.

When the computer program is embodied in a signal that may be conveyed

directly by a cable or other device or means, the carrier may be constituted by

such cable or other device or means.

Alternatively, the carrier may be an integrated circuit in which the computer

program is embedded, the integrated circuit being adapted for performing, or

for use in the performance of, the relevant methods.

A device for touchless controlling of a computer system is also provided. This

device may comprise an apparatus as described above; the touchless sensor

element connected to the apparatus through the first interfacing module; the

human interface device emulation unit connected to the apparatus through the

second interfacing module, this human interface device emulation unit

comprising a fourth interfacing module for connecting the human interface

device emulation unit to the computer system to be controlled; wherein, in

operation, the human interface device emulation unit provides, through the

fourth interfacing module, the corresponding predefined human interface

device input data signals to the computer system, such that the signals

received by the computer system are recognizable human interface device

signals.

Because all the drivers and software required are installed in the device (more

specifically in the apparatus), no software is required in the computer system

to be controlled by the touchless sensor element (i.e. it is not required

installing anything in the computer system). The device is able to control any

kind of computer system (no matter what the operating system, hardware or

software in it may be) and it is sufficient that the computer system has the



standard mouse/keyboard drivers. For this reason, it is possible to control the

computer system with several types of touchless sensor elements.

Furthermore, the touchless sensor element does not need to be embedded in

the computer system or be connected to it.

The provision of the human interface device emulation unit allows for

performing the emulation of the human interface device and allows for

performing the connection to (through the fourth module) and control of the

computer system. More specifically, the human interface device emulation unit

is able to get or receive the packed movements (that is, the corresponding

predefined human interface device input data signals) and communicate them

to the computer system to be controlled in a way that the computer system

may interpret them as coming from a standard keyboard or mouse (or any

other standard human interface device). This way, from the point of view of

the computer system, the device for touchless controlling of the computer

system is seen as a standard mouse or keyboard. Therefore, as this kind of

computer systems are already prepared for being controlled by a mouse or

keyboard, no drivers or extra software is required to be installed.

In some embodiments, the touchless sensor element may be a gesture

controlled element or a voice controlled element. Basically, the touchless

sensor element may be any gesture, eye-tracking or voice controlled

elements, such as a Microsoft Kinect, a LEAP Motion unit, a MYO from

Thamic Labs or a Google Glass, but it is not limited to them. It may be a long,

medium or short range sensor based on, for example, IR, computer vision,

wearable sensor or any other sensor able to be connected to a computer

system through standard ports such as IR, Bluetooth or USB, but it is not

limited to them.

In some embodiments, the fourth interfacing module for connecting the human

interface device emulation unit to the computer system to be controlled may

comprise a wired/wireless communication interface. Thus, for example, it may



be any standard interface such as USB, IR or Bluetooth, but it is not limited to

them.

In some embodiments, the human interface device emulation unit may

comprise a unit for emulating a human interface device selected from a mouse

or a keyboard. The term "human interface device" may refer to any type of

computer device that interacts directly with humans such as a mouse or a

keyboard. These human interface devices may use standard protocols, which

may be implemented for any computer system.

In summary, if it is required to control a computer system by means of a

particular touchless sensor element, the touchless sensor element may be

connected to the apparatus and the drivers and its software associated may

be installed in the apparatus. Consequently, it is not necessary to replace

neither the apparatus nor the human interface device emulation unit.

If the touchless sensor element is not compatible with the apparatus then the

apparatus may be replaced by another compatible one, without replacing the

touchless sensor element nor the human interface device emulation unit.

The human interface device emulation unit allows the device for touchless

controlling of a computer system to be seen as a USB or Bluetooth mouse or

keyboard by the computer system to be controlled. In case the computer

system has to be accessed by another type of interface (IR, WiFi, etc.) only

the human interface device emulation unit needs to be replaced (neither the

touchless sensor element nor the apparatus have to be replaced).

Consequently, the apparatus may be fully compatible with any touchless

sensor element and the device for touchless controlling of a computer system

may be fully compatible with any computer system. Furthermore, it is not

necessary to install any type of software in the computer system.



A method of touchless controlling of a computer system is also provided. This

method may comprise:

- Executing the method of generating predefined human interface device

input data signals to be used by a human interface device emulation

unit from at least one command generated by a touchless sensor

element describe above;

- Sending the predefined human interface device input data signals from

the human interface device emulation unit to the computer system to be

controlled;

such that the signals received by the computer system are recognizable

human interface device signals.

In some embodiments, making available the corresponding predefined human

interface device input data signals to the human interface device emulation

unit may comprise sending the corresponding predefined human interface

device input data signals to the human interface device emulation unit.

In other embodiments, the method may comprise the human interface device

emulation unit obtaining the corresponding predefined human interface device

input data signals made available.

Associated to this method, a computer program product is provided. This

computer program product may comprise program instructions for causing a

computer system to perform a method of touchless controlling of a computer

system as described above.

This computer program product may be embodied on a storage medium (for

example, a CD-ROM, a DVD, a USB drive, on a computer memory or on a

read-only memory) or carried on a carrier signal (for example, on an electrical

or optical carrier signal).

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS



Non-limiting examples of the present disclosure will be described in the

following, with reference to the appended drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 shows a schematic representation of an apparatus according to some

embodiments;

Fig. 2 shows a schematic representation of a device for touchless controlling

of a computer system according to some embodiments;

Fig. 3 is a flow chart illustrating a method of touchless controlling of a

computer system according to some embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

Figure 1 is a schematic representation of an apparatus for generating

predefined human interface device input data signals, recognizable by a

computer system, to be used by a human interface device emulation unit, from

at least one command generated by a touchless sensor element according to

some embodiments.

As can be see in this figure, the apparatus 1 may comprise a first interfacing

module 2 for connecting a touchless sensor element to the apparatus 1; a

second interfacing module 3 for connecting the apparatus 1 to a human

interface device emulation unit; a third interfacing module 4 for connecting the

apparatus 1 to a communication network such as the Internet; and a

processing module 5 .

The processing module 5 may comprise a processor 6 and a memory 7,

embodying instructions 8 stored in the memory 7 and executable by the

processor 6, the instructions 8 being adapted to execute a method of

generating predefined human interface device input data signals to be used by



a human interface device emulation unit from at least one command

generated by a touchless sensor element described later. The memory 7 may

also store an operating system 9 and a driver 10 associated to each touchless

sensor element supported by the apparatus 1 (more specifically, by the

operating system running on the apparatus 1) .

In the present embodiments,

- The first interfacing module 2 for connecting the touchless sensor

element to the apparatus 1 may comprise a wired communication

interface, for example, it may be any standard interface such as USB,

but it could be another wired or wireless communication interface such

as IR or Bluetooth. Obviously, it is not limited to them;

- The second interfacing module 3 for connecting the apparatus to the

human interface device emulation unit may comprise a wired

communication interface, for example, it may be any standard interface

such as USB, but it could be another wired or wireless communication

interface such as IR or Bluetooth. Obviously, it is not limited to them;

- The third interfacing module 4 for connecting the apparatus to a

communication network may comprise a wireless communication

interface, for example, it may be any standard interface such as Wi-Fi,

but it could be another wired or wireless communication interface such

as Ethernet, IR or Bluetooth. Obviously, it is not limited to them. It is

possible to connect the apparatus 1 to a communication network, for

example, for updating the software stored in the memory 6 of the

apparatus 1 (or a part or a layer of it) or for uploading new software

such as drivers for new touchless sensor elements unsupported by the

apparatus;

- The processing module 5 may be any computer, for example an

embedded computer, such as an Arduino Leonardo or a Raspberry Pi;

- The operating system 9 may be Windows XP or higher but it could be

another operating system such as Linux or Mac OS;



- The driver 10 of each touchless sensor element must be compatible

with the described operating system.

Figure 2 illustrates a schematic representation of a device 20 for touchless

controlling of a computer system. As can be seen in the figure, the device may

comprise an apparatus 1 as described above (see Figure 1) ; a touchless

sensor element 2 1 connected to the apparatus 1 through the first interfacing

module 2; and a human interface device emulation unit 22 connected to the

apparatus through the second interfacing module 3 . Furthermore, the human

interface device emulation unit 22 may comprise a fourth interfacing module

23 for connecting this emulation unit 2 1 (that is, the device 20) to a computer

system 24.

In the present embodiments,

- the touchless sensor element 2 1 may be a gesture controlled element

or a voice controlled element. Basically, the touchless sensor element

may be any of the existing or future gesture, eye-tracking or voice

controlled elements, such as a Microsoft Kinect, a LEAP Motion unit, a

MYO from Thamic Labs or a Google Glass, but it is not limited to them.

It may be long, medium or short range based on, for example, IR,

computer vision, wearable sensor or any other sensor able to be

connected to a computer system through standard ports such as IR,

Bluetooth or USB, but it is not limited to them;

- the human interface device emulation unit 22 may be a

mouse/keyboard emulation unit;

- the fourth interfacing module 23 may be a wired communication

interface such as USB, but it could be another wired or wireless

communication interface such as Wi-Fi, IR or Bluetooth. However, it is

not limited to them;

- the computer system 24 may be, for example, a medical device.



This way, because all the drivers and software required are installed in the

device 20 (more specifically in the apparatus 1) , no software is required in the

computer system 24 to be controlled by the touchless sensor element 2 1 (i.e.

it is not required to install anything in the computer system). The device 20 is

able to control any kind of computer system (no matter what the operating

system, hardware or software in it may be) and it is sufficient that the

computer system 24 has the standard mouse/keyboard drivers.

On the other hand, the human interface device emulation unit 22 allows for

performing the emulation of the human interface device and allows for

performing the connection to (through the fourth module) and control of the

computer system 24. More specifically, the human interface device emulation

unit 22 is able to get or receive the packed movements (that is, the

corresponding predefined human interface device input data signals) and

communicate them to the computer system 24 to be controlled in a way this

computer system understands or interprets them as coming from a standard

keyboard or mouse (or any other standard human interface device). This way,

from the point of view of the computer system 24, the device 20 for touchless

controlling of the computer system is shown as a standard mouse or

keyboard. Therefore, as this kind of computer systems are already prepared

for being controlled by a mouse or keyboard, no drivers or extra software is

required to be installed in them.

Following, based on Figure 3, a description of some embodiments of a

method of touchless controlling of a computer system 24 executed on the

device 20 will be described.

Basically, when the touchless sensor element 2 1 detects a gesture (or a voice

command or eye movements, etc.) of a user 30 it may generate a command

associated to this detected gesture and send it to the device 20 (more

specifically, to the apparatus 1) through the first interfacing module 2 .



Then, when the apparatus 1 receives, in a step A, the command it may

determine, in a step B, the type of the command received from the touchless

sensor element 2 1 . Depending on the determined type of the command, the

apparatus 1 may convert, in a step C, the received command into human

interface device input data, that is, for example, into mouse movements or

keyboard shortcuts.

Next, the apparatus 1 may pack, in a step, D the human interface device input

data (that is, for example, the mouse movements or keyboard shortcuts) into

corresponding predefined human interface device input data signals, that is,

for example, into standard mouse/keyboard signals.

Said corresponding predefined human interface device input data signals (e.g.

standard mouse/keyboard signals) may be made available, in a step E, to the

human interface device emulation unit 22 (for example a mouse/keyboard

emulation unit) by the apparatus 1 through the second interfacing module 3 .

The expression "made available" may imply that the human interface device

input data signals may be sent by the apparatus 1 to the human interface

device emulation unit 22 or that the human interface device emulation unit 22

may obtain the corresponding predefined human interface device input data

signals from the apparatus 1.

In any case, when the human interface device emulation unit 22 (e.g. the

mouse/keyboard emulation unit) acquires the corresponding predefined

human interface device input data signals (e.g. standard mouse/keyboard

signals), the emulation unit 22 may send them to the computer system 24

through the fourth interfacing module 23 for touchless controlling of it.

Because the computer system 24 may comprise the standard

mouse/keyboard drivers, it may understand the standard mouse/keyboard

signals as coming from a standard keyboard or mouse.



This way, a gesture (for example, an open hand moved to the right) may be

converted by the device 20 into a standard mouse/keyboard signal

representing a movement of the cursor in the display of the computer system

24 (for example, a movement of the cursor to the right). In the same way, a

gesture representing closing a hand may be converted by the device 20 into a

standard mouse/keyboard signal representing a click on a button of the

mouse.

It is important to highlight that the described method may be implemented by a

computer program or a plurality of computer programs running on the

processing module 5 . Thus, if, as described above, a modularity of the

software is required, the software may comprise a plurality of computer

programs (one for each layer).

Alternatively, the method may be implemented by electronic means or a

combination of electronic and computer means. For example, the method (or

a part of it) may be implemented by logic gates in combination with computer

programs.

Although only a number of examples have been disclosed herein, other

alternatives, modifications, uses and/or equivalents thereof are possible.

Furthermore, all possible combinations of the described examples are also

covered. Thus, the scope of the present disclosure should not be limited by

particular examples, but should be determined only by a fair reading of the

claims that follow.

Although the embodiments described with reference to the drawings comprise

computer apparatus and processes performed in computer apparatus, it also

extends to computer programs, particularly computer programs on or in a

carrier, adapted for putting the embodiments into practice.



CLAIMS

1. A method of generating predefined human interface device input data

signals, recognizable by a computer system, to be used by a human interface

device emulation unit, from at least one command generated by a touchless

sensor element, the method comprising:

- receiving the at least one command from the touchless sensor element;

- determining the type of command received from the touchless sensor

element;

- converting the received command into human interface device input

data according to the determined type of the received command;

- packing the human interface device input data into corresponding

predefined human interface device input data signals;

- making available the corresponding predefined human interface device

input data signals to the human interface device emulation unit.

2 . A method according to claim 1, wherein converting the received command

into human interface device input data according to the determined type of the

received command comprises:

- converting the received command into mouse or keyboard input data

according to the determined type of the received command;

wherein packing the human interface device input data into corresponding

predefined human interface device input data signals recognizable by a

computer system comprises:

- packing the mouse or keyboard input data into corresponding standard

mouse or keyboard input data signals recognizable by a computer

system;

and wherein making available the corresponding predefined human interface

device input data signals to the human interface device emulation unit

comprises:

- making available the corresponding standard mouse or keyboard input

data signals to the human interface device emulation unit.



3 . A computer program product comprising program instructions for causing a

computer system to perform a method of generating predefined human

interface device input data signals to be used by a human interface device

emulation unit from at least one command generated by a touchless sensor

element according to any of claims 1 or 2 .

4 . A computer program product according to claim 3, embodied on a storage

medium.

5 . A computer program product according to any of claims 3 or 4, carried on a

carrier signal.

6 . An apparatus for generating predefined human interface device input data

signals, recognizable by a computer system, to be used by a human interface

device emulation unit, from at least one command generated by a touchless

sensor element, the apparatus comprising:

- a first interfacing module for connecting the touchless sensor element

to the apparatus;

- a second interfacing module for connecting the apparatus to the human

interface device emulation unit;

- a processing module comprising a processor and a memory,

embodying instructions stored in the memory and executable by the

processor, the instructions being adapted to execute a method of

generating predefined human interface device input data signals to be

used by a human interface device emulation unit from at least one

command generated by a touchless sensor element according to any of

claims 1 or 2;

- an operating system stored in the memory;

- at least one driver associated to the touchless sensor element and to

the operating system, the driver being stored in the memory.



7 . An apparatus for generating predefined human interface device input data

signals, recognizable by a computer system, to be used by a human interface

device emulation unit, from at least one command generated by a touchless

sensor element, the apparatus comprising:

- a first interfacing module for connecting a touchless sensor element to

the apparatus;

- a second interfacing module for connecting the apparatus to a human

interface device emulation unit;

- computer/electronic means for receiving the at least one command

from the touchless sensor element;

- computer/electronic means for determining the type of command

received from the touchless sensor element;

- computer/electronic means for converting the received command into

human interface device input data according to the determined type of

the received command;

- computer/electronic means for packing the human interface device

input data into corresponding predefined human interface device input

data signals;

- computer/electronic means for making available the corresponding

predefined human interface device input data signals to the human

interface device emulation unit;

- a memory for storing an operating system and at least one driver

associated to the touchless sensor element and to the operating

system.

8 . An apparatus according to any of claims 6 or 7, further comprising a third

interfacing module for connecting the apparatus to a communication network.

9 . An apparatus according to any of claims 6 to 8, wherein the first interfacing

module for connecting the touchless sensor element to the apparatus

comprises a wired/wireless communication interface.



10 . An apparatus according to any of claims 6 to 9, wherein the second

interfacing module for connecting the apparatus to the human interface device

emulation unit comprises a wired/wireless communication interface.

11. A method of touchless controlling of a computer system, the method

comprising:

- executing the method of generating predefined human interface device

input data signals to be used by a human interface device emulation

unit from at least one command generated by a touchless sensor

element according to any of claims 1 or 2;

- sending the predefined human interface device input data signals from

the human interface device emulation unit to the computer system to be

controlled;

such that the signals received by the computer system are recognizable

human interface device signals.

12 . A method according to claim 11, wherein making available the

corresponding predefined human interface device input data signals to the

human interface device emulation unit comprises:

- sending the corresponding predefined human interface device input

data signals to the human interface device emulation unit.

13 . A method according to claim 11, further comprising:

- the human interface device emulation unit obtaining the corresponding

predefined human interface device input data signals made available.

14. A computer program product comprising program instructions for causing

a computer system to perform a method of touchless controlling of a computer

system according to any of claims 11 to 13 .

15 . A device for touchless controlling of a computer system, the device

comprising:



- an apparatus according to any of claims 6 to 10;

- the touchless sensor element connected to the apparatus through the

first interfacing module;

- the human interface device emulation unit connected to the apparatus

through the second interfacing module, and further comprising a fourth

interfacing module for connecting the human interface device emulation

unit to the computer system to be controlled;

wherein, in operation, the human interface device emulation unit provides,

through the fourth interfacing module, the corresponding predefined human

interface device input data signals to the computer system, such that the

signals received by the computer system are recognizable human interface

device signals.

16 . A device according to claim 15, wherein the fourth interfacing module for

connecting the human interface device emulation unit to the computer system

to be controlled comprises a wired or wireless communication interface.

17 . A device according to any of claims 15 or 16, wherein the touchless

sensor element is a gesture controlled element.

18 . A device according to any of claims 15 or 16, wherein the touchless

sensor element is a voice controlled element.

19 . A device according to any of claims 15 to 18, wherein the human interface

device emulation unit comprises a unit for emulating at least a human

interface device selected from:

- a mouse;

- a keyboard.
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